Returning to HP - Health Plan - Openings - more

You may get identical copies via LinkedIn and Yahoo. Just delete the extras. All sent Jan 13.

**Even if not currently looking:** Improve your chances of being found. Reconnect with people who know you and your work. Practical advice: [http://www.hpalumni.org/LinkedIn](http://www.hpalumni.org/LinkedIn)

**Health plan not resolved?** If US HP retiree, COBRA, or Aon Medicare, escalate to HP Corporate or Aon via HPAA: [http://www.hpalumni.org/escalate](http://www.hpalumni.org/escalate)

**Openings at your company?** Please share them on our "HP Connections" LinkedIn group. [http://www.hpalumni.org/z125](http://www.hpalumni.org/z125)

A standard resume or elevator pitch "is all about the speaker -- it shows no real respect to the listener." Headhunter on what to do instead: [http://www.hpalumni.org/z124](http://www.hpalumni.org/z124)


**Leaving HP?** What to do before losing access to HP internal systems... and in the following few weeks. Hard-earned advice: [http://www.hpalumni.org/asap](http://www.hpalumni.org/asap)

"**Becoming Hewlett Packard:** Why Strategic Leadership Matters" co-authored by Webb McKinney. "What made HP great, and why it began to struggle in more recent years." Search the book. MIT Technology Review article. Author appearances: [http://www.hpalumni.org/z008](http://www.hpalumni.org/z008)

**Returning to HP.** Based on stated company policies, announcements to investors, extensive LinkedIn discussions, and many private communications with members, it is clear that chances of returning to HPInc, HPE, the HPES spinoff, or the HPSoftware spinoff are slim. Details and advice from members: [http://www.hpalumni.org/return](http://www.hpalumni.org/return)

"Do you know there's a difference between hares and rabbits? I certainly didn't -- until I learned about it from Bill Hewlett." [http://www.hpalumni.org/z007](http://www.hpalumni.org/z007)
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